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ABSTRACT:  
 
Background: Traffic exposure is a major contributor to ambient air pollution for 
people living close to busy roads. The relationship between traffic exposure and 
lung function remains inconclusive in adults.  
Methods: We conducted a cross-sectional study to investigate the association 
between traffic exposure and lung function in the Atherosclerosis Risk in 
Communities (ARIC) study, a community-based cohort of 15,792 middle-aged 
men and women. Traffic density and distance to major roads were used as 
measures of traffic exposure.  
Results: After controlling for potential confounders including demographic 
factors, personal and neighborhood level socioeconomic characteristics, 
cigarette smoking, and background air pollution, higher traffic density was 
significantly associated with lower forced expiratory volume at 1s (FEV1) and 
forced vital capacity (FVC) in females. Relative to the lowest quartile of traffic 
density, the adjusted differences across increasing quartiles were 5.1, -15.4 and -
21.5ml for FEV1 (p value of linear trend across the quartiles =0.041), and 1.2, -
23.4 and -34.8ml for FVC (p trend =0.010). Using distance from major roads as a 
simpler index of traffic related air pollution exposure, the FEV1 was -15.7ml 
(95%CI -34.4ml, 2.9ml) lower and the FVC was -24.2ml (95%CI -46.2ml, -2.3ml) 
lower for women living within 150 meters compared to subjects living further 
away. We did not find a significant effect of traffic density or distance to major 
roads on lung function among men. The FEV1/FVC ratio was not significantly 
associated with traffic exposure in either gender.  
Conclusions: This is the largest published study of traffic exposure and 
pulmonary function in adults to date. These results add to growing evidence that 
chronic exposure to traffic-related air pollution may adversely affect respiratory 
health. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Road traffic is a major factor in ambient air pollution in industrialized 

countries, contributing pollutants including fine particulate matter, carbon 
monoxide, and oxides of nitrogen. An expanding body of epidemiologic research 
suggests that traffic-related exposures is associated with acute and chronic 
respiratory effects 1-7. For example, residential proximity to busy roads is 
associated with a variety of adverse respiratory health outcomes, including 
symptoms 1-3 and asthma exacerbation 4-7. The effect of traffic air pollution on 
adult lung function remains inconclusive; exposure to automobile exhaust was 
associated with lower lung function in adults in some studies 8-12 but not others 13 

14.  
Traffic emissions result in small-scale spatial variations and higher 

concentrations within short distances from major roads 15 16. Air pollution data 
from fixed monitoring stations may be inadequate to study traffic-related air 
pollution and health outcomes, especially for those living near busy roads. For 
example, Hoek and colleagues identified a consistent association between 
cardiopulmonary mortality and living near a major road but not with estimated 
ambient background concentration of the traffic indicator pollutants black smoke 
and nitrogen dioxide 17. Assessment of traffic exposure can enhance studies of 
health effects of ambient air pollution because local sources are important, and 
because few people live close to the monitoring stations which are purposefully 
located away from local sources like busy roads. For people living close to busy 
roads, air pollution from traffic sources may be more important than the area 
background measured at the closest monitoring station.   

We examined the relation between traffic exposure and lung function in a 
population-based cohort of 15,792 middle-aged men and women, the 
Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) study.  
 
METHODS 
Study population 

Participants were from the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC) 
study designed to investigate the natural history and etiology of atherosclerosis 
and its sequelae. The design, objectives and quality control activities of ARIC 
study have been reported in detail 18 19. Participants were sampled from four U.S. 
communities: Forsyth County, North Carolina; Jackson, Mississippi; northwest 
suburbs of Minneapolis, Minnesota; and Washington County, Maryland. The lung 
function variables collected during visit 1 (1987–1989) were used with the traffic 
and background air pollution data in a cross-sectional analysis. Participants of an 
ethnicity other than African American or white were excluded from the current 
analysis (n=48). Also, African-Americans from Minnesota and Maryland field 
centers were excluded (n=55) due to their small number. 

We also repeated this analysis using visit 2 data (1990-1992) and did a 
longitudinal analysis on the lung function change from visit 1 to visit 2.  
Pulmonary function measurements 

The main measurements of lung function were the forced expiratory 
volume at 1s (FEV1), the volume of gas (in liters) exhaled in the first second of 
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expiration; the forced vital capacity (FVC), the total volume of gas exhaled; and 
the ratio of FEV1/FVC. Quality control was carefully conducted throughout the 
study, as described previously 20. 
Geocoding  

Participant addresses were geocoded using a commercial service 
(Mapping Analytics LLC, Rochester NY) which assigned a latitude and longitude 
coordinate to each address. This geocoding was performed with the Centrus 
Enhanced Database which was primarily based on the Topologically Integrated 
Geographic Encoding and Referencing system (TIGER) data. Visit 1 addresses 
for 13,972 participants (88.4%) were successfully geocoded.  
Traffic exposure 

We quantified small-scale spatial variations of traffic exposure by two 
measurements: geographical information system (GIS)-mapped traffic density 
assignments at residences, and the distance of residences to nearest roadways 
of four types interstate highways (Road Class 1), state highways (Road Class 2), 
major arterials (Road Class 3), and local roads (Road Class 4). 

• Traffic density 
Traffic density data were generated using a decay function that 

approximates the potential influence of activity-weighted mobile source 
emissions at various distances from a roadway. This method accounts for the 
combined relative influence of several roadways (and road types) with various 
traffic activity levels at different distances from each residence location. The 
metric generally behaves like an inverse-distance weighted traffic volume, except 
that it specifically considers intersections and multiple roadways more accurately. 
Therefore, these density values give a relative indication of which residence 
locations are likely to be most exposed to traffic activity and, as such, are 
dimensionless indicators of proximity to traffic volume.  

Because the available traffic density data were from 2000, we back-
extrapolated to the study period (1987-1992) based on change in population 
density using county level census population data. Changes in traffic volumes 
over time are correlated with changes in population density 21.  

• Distance to major roads 
To qualitatively estimate the distribution of the distance from residence 

locations to roadways, straight-line distances were calculated.  The distance-to-
roadway data includes the distance (in meters) from each unique residence 
location to the nearest roadway for the four road classes.  

Consistent with previous literature 22-24, we dichotomized distance to major 
roads (interstate and state highways, major arterials) at 150 m.  Additionally, we 
conducted a sensitivity analysis and categorized distance to major roads as 
<100m  and >=100m 12.  
Background air pollution level 

Data on the background ambient concentrations of particulate matter less 
than 10 microns (PM10), nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and ozone (O3) during the 
research period were acquired from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
air quality data retrieval system.  We abstracted 24-hr average concentrations for 
PM10, NO2, and 8-hr (from 10AM to 6PM) average concentrations for O3. The 
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average concentrations during our research period (1987-1992) were spatially 
interpolated from air quality monitoring stations to the cohort residence locations 
using inverse distance weighting.  
Other Covariates 

Anthropometric measures were determined by trained, certified 
technicians following a standardized protocol. Interviewers collected information 
on age, ethnicity, gender, smoking, environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) 
exposure, occupation, education, medical history and other factors.  

Neighborhood level socio-economic factors, in addition to individual level 
factors, may impact health status 25. Thus we included 1990 census tract level 
data on median household income, median vehicle number per housing unit, 
employment rate, and poverty rate 26.  
Statistical analysis 

Distributions of traffic density are highly skewed [Figure 1, drawn in SPSS 
(version 11.0, Chicago, IL)]; therefore, we analyzed traffic density in quartiles. 
SAS (version 9.1.2 Cary NC) software was used for statistical analyses. Based 
on previous literature, we included potential confounding factors, including 
research center, ethnicity, age, smoking status (never, former and current) and 
pack years, ETS, BMI, occupation, educational level, height, square of height, 
census tract SES (median household income, median vehicle number per 
housing unit, employment rate, and poverty rate) and background air pollution 
level. The square of height was used because it explained more variation in lung 
function measurements than height 27. BMI and pack years were treated as 
quintiles given their non-linear relationships with FEV1 and FVC. When jointly 
modeling individual and census tract-level measures, hierarchical regression 
(SAS PROC MIXED) was employed as it provides variance estimates which 
have been adjusted to take into account the dependence of measures from the 
same areas. Factors potentially modifying the exposure to traffic (gender, 
smoking and ethnicity) were evaluated for possible inclusion as interaction terms 
with traffic exposure.  

 
RESULTS 
Participant description 

Table 1 presents selected characteristics of participants at baseline, 
overall and by gender. The mean age of the participants was 54.2 years. 
Compared with men, women were slightly younger, less likely to smoke, more 
likely to be African Americans, and had slightly higher BMI (Table 1). 

Subjects in the highest quartile of traffic density and those living closest to 
major roads were slightly older, had slightly higher BMI values, and were more 
likely to be current smokers (Tables A2-3 of the Appendix). Those living closer 
(<150m) to main roads had resided in lower neighborhood SES areas. Patterns 
were similar in men and women. 

The estimated traffic density and background air pollutant (PM10, NO2 and 
O3) concentrations at the Visit 1 home address varied greatly among participants 
(Figure 1).  Consistent with previous reports 28, we did not find a strong 
correlation between traffic density and background air pollution level; the 
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Pearson correlation coefficients of traffic density with PM10, NO2 and O3 were -
0.12, -0.04, and -0.10, respectively.  

Table 2 shows the distributions of the estimated distances from the home 
address at visit 1 to four-type of roads. 5,444 (39.0%) participants lived within 
150m of major roads (Road Classes 1-3). Only 264 (1.9%) participants lived 
within 150m of an interstate highway. 
 Traffic exposure and lung function 

Because we observed a significant sex-by-traffic density interaction for 
FVC (p=0.041), we present the relationships between measures of traffic 
exposure and lung function using sex-specific multivariate regression.  

Both before and after adjustment for confounders, an inverse relation was 
found between lung function and traffic density among women (Table 3). Relative 
to the lowest quartile of traffic density, the adjusted differences across increasing 
quartiles were 5.1, -15.4 and -21.5 ml for FEV1, and 1.2, -23.4 and -34.8 ml for 
FVC. This linear trend was significant for both FEV1 (p=0.041) and FVC 
(p=0.010). We did not find a clear association of traffic density with FEV1 or FVC 
among men (Table 4).  

A similar pattern, although of lower statistical significance, was seen for 
living near major roads. Among women living within 150m of a major road, the 
FEV1 was -15.7ml (95%CI -34.4ml, 2.9ml) lower and the FVC was -24.2ml 
(95%CI -46.2ml, -2.3ml) lower in multivariate analyses, compared with women 
living further away (Table 5). In a sensitivity analysis using different cut points 
(>=100m and <100m), similar but weaker patterns were found in women (Table 
5). We did not observe significant effects of distance in men.  

The ratio of FEV1/FVC was not significantly associated with traffic density 
or distance to major roads in either gender (Tables 3-5).  

We did not observe significant effect modification of the traffic density – 
lung function association by smoking (p=0.989 for FEV1 and 0.867 for FVC), or 
ethnicity (p=0.371 for FEV1 and 0.147 for FVC).  

When analyses were repeated using visit 2 traffic exposure and lung 
function data, associations were generally similar to those described for visit 1 
(Tables A7 and A8 of the Appendix).  

Given the small effect of traffic in our study and earlier publications 8-12 
and because we had only two pulmonary function measurements spaced three 
years apart, we did not anticipate being able to detect an effect of traffic on 
change in pulmonary function. Nonetheless, we performed supplementary 
longitudinal analyses. No significant associations were found (Tables A9 and A10 
of the Appendix).  
 
DISCUSSION 

This study provides evidence that lung function, as measured by FEV1 
and FVC, is reduced in adults exposed to higher levels of traffic, especially 
among women. To our knowledge, this is the first population-based study in the 
United States and the largest one to date in the world to investigate the relation 
between measured traffic exposure and lung function in adults. The magnitude of 
the observed association between traffic exposure and lung function was similar 
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to reported effects of outdoor air pollution 29 and smaller than effects of personal 
smoking 30 or environmental tobacco smoke exposure 31.  

As in some other studies 32-36, we did not find significant association of the 
FEV1/FVC ratio with measures of traffic exposure. This suggests that traffic-
related reduction of FEV1 and FVC was probably due to loss of lung volume 
(restriction) rather than airflow obstruction. Of course, a reduced FVC in the 
presence of a normal FEV1/FVC can be used to suggest, but not to diagnose, the 
presence of a restrictive abnormality 37.  

There are relatively few published studies of traffic-related air pollution and 
lung function in either children or adults. In the Netherlands, investigators found 
that exposure to traffic-related air pollution, especially diesel exhaust particles, 
was associated with reduced lung function in children living near major 
motorways 38. A German study suggested that exposure to a pollution profile of 
heavy traffic and domestic heating was related to markedly lower FVC and FEV1 
in children 39. Several recent studies on traffic air pollution provide some support 
for our finding 10-12 14. An 8-year longitudinal study of 5,682 women in Tokyo 
showed a larger decrease in FEV1 for participants with higher traffic density 10. A 
cross-sectional Thai study reported that the FEV1 and partial expiratory flow 
volume (PEFV) among 78 Bangkok police (with high traffic exposure) was much 
lower than 68 police in a rural area 11. In a cross-sectional study of 4,757 German 
women, living near a major road had a detrimental effect on lung 12. In a cross-
sectional study of 1,986 Tokyo residents, pulmonary function did not differ by 
various distances to roads, but automobile exhaust was associated with 
respiratory symptoms 14.  

We found clearer associations in women than in men. Our measures of 
traffic exposure, traffic density and distance to major roads, were inversely 
associated with lung function only in women. Few studies have reported stratified 
analyses of air pollution health effects by sex, and the patterns are not conclusive. 
In children, several studies 38 40 41 found stronger effects of air pollution on 
respiratory symptoms and lung function in girls than boys. Conversely, in the 
Children’s Health Study (CHS), the effect of traffic air pollution on lung 
development was stronger in boys than in girls 42. Gehring et al also found a 
stronger effect of traffic air pollution on respiratory symptoms in boys than girls 43. 
In adults, studies in the United States and Switzerland found similar effects in 
both sexes 35 44 45, whereas Abbey et al. observed an association between lower 
lung function and long-term exposure to particles only in males 46.  

Our finding of a stronger association of reduced lung function with greater 
traffic exposure in women is consistent with some studies 47-49 showing that 
women experience a greater smoking-related decline in lung function than men,  
but not others 50.  Compared with men, women have slightly greater airway 
reactivity 51; therefore, dose-response relations may be detected more easily. In 
addition, the validity of the exposure may vary by gender and could partly explain 
the observed sex difference in our data. At visit 1, 35% of women but only 17% of 
men reported being homemakers, unemployed or retired. Thus, women may, on 
average, have spent more time at home than men. While we cannot confirm this 
with our data, this has been reported in other studies 52. Therefore our exposure 
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assessment based on home address might better reflect the true exposure level 
for women than for men.  

We did not observe an effect of background air pollution on lung function. 
This is not surprising given that the ARIC study was not designed to examine air 
pollution and was limited to four communities. Furthermore, as these 
communities were not well supplied with air pollution monitors during the study 
period, little variation in air pollution within communities was captured by the 
available measurements.    

Motor vehicle emissions, the principal source of ambient air pollution in 
most urban areas, are likely to vary substantially even within a given community. 
Research has documented differences in traffic-related pollutants on a 
neighborhood scale 53. Therefore, the traditional exposure assessment relying on 
a small number of monitors might not estimate individual exposure levels 
adequately. In early epidemiologic studies of the health effects of traffic exposure, 
the self-reported proximity of home address to major roads 54 and self-reported 
road type and traffic density 55 56 were used. In contrast, we used objective 
measures of traffic-related air pollution at residential addresses -such as GIS-
based assessment of traffic density and distance to major roads. 

The limitations of our analysis should be noted. Because the geocodes for 
participants’ addresses at visits 1 and 2 (1987-1992) were obtained from the 
TIGER file by Mapping Analytics, error could result from the use of an older road 
network data. To assess this, we randomly selected 100 participants from each 
of the ARIC communities, and re-geocoded their residential addresses using the 
GDT software which incorporates a more recent road network database. Using 
these new geocodes, we re-calculated the traffic densities and distances to major 
roads, and compared them to the original results. The two geocoding methods 
resulted in similar estimates for the distance to nearest major roads (data not 
shown). For traffic density, the two methods yielded quite concordant values for 
the Forsyth, Jackson and Minneapolis communities, but concordance was lower 
for Washington County. This might reflect a renaming of streets that occurred 
there. Therefore, we repeated our analyses excluding Washington County from 
our analysis. With the less precise exposure assessment in Washington County 
excluded, the associations of traffic exposure with FEV1 and FVC became 
modestly stronger despite the reduced sample size (Tables A11 and A12 of the 
Appendix). These additional analyses suggest that the association we observed 
is relatively robust to geocoding error.  

We used a relatively simple proxy for traffic related air pollution (traffic 
density and distance to major roads); we did not attempt to model the 
concentrations of traffic-related air pollutants nor validate our exposure 
assessment with measurements. Although recent data suggests stronger 
associations with stop-and-go traffic than moving traffic and with truck traffic 
compared with car traffic 1, like most studies, we could not classify traffic by type. 
We did not consider the acute effect of traffic exposure on lung function; however, 
given evidence that the association between daily ambient level of air pollution 
and daily means of lung function  is  smaller in magnitude than the association 
between long-term level of ambient air pollution and average lung function 45 57, 
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we suspect that any bias  introduced by not controlling for the acute effect of 
traffic exposure would be minimal.  

We lacked assessment of traffic related air pollution on the approximately 
11.6% of subjects (10.0% of women and 13.5% of men) whose addresses could 
not be geocoded. This raises concern about potential selection bias. However, 
when we compared pulmonary function measurements and demographic 
characteristics in ARIC participants with and without geocoded addresses (Table 
A1 of the Appendix), we did not find significant differences. Thus, it is unlikely 
that the data missing for 10.0% of women would have created the observed 
associations. Our exposure assessment was limited to residential address, and 
we did not have information on duration of residence nor on home exposures to 
other sources of pollutants, such as cooking or heating. However, it is reassuring 
that an earlier study of ARIC participants reported very high concordance 
between county and state of residence in past decades to that at visit 1 58, and in 
a study based on a sub-cohort of ARIC participants 59 more than 60% subjects 
had addresses at ages between 30 and 50 that were assigned latitudes and 
longitudes  almost identical to those associated with  their visit 1 address.  

As in any epidemiologic study, residual confounding is possible. However, 
we adjusted for known and potential confounders, including demographic 
characteristics, personal and neighborhood level socioeconomic characteristics, 
cigarette smoking, and background air pollution. The cross-sectional nature of 
our data as well as initial non-response is also a limitation of our data.  

A major strength of our analysis is that it was based on a large, 
community-based cohort from four U.S. communities.  We also had an objective 
and quantitative respiratory outcome, lung function. In addition, both exposure 
and outcome data were collected at the individual level, along with extensive 
data on potential confounders. There is evidence that, in addition to individual-
level factors, the residential area or neighborhood may have additional effect on 
health 60. Therefore, in the current analysis, we also adjusted for a community 
level measure of socioeconomic status to help account for confounding.  

In summary, in the ARIC study, higher exposure to traffic – as measured 
by traffic density and distance to roadways – was related to modestly reduced 
lung function in women. To our knowledge, this is the largest study of traffic 
exposure and pulmonary function to date. Our results add to growing evidence 
that chronic exposure to traffic-related air pollution may adversely affect 
respiratory health.  
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
 
Figure 1. Distributions of traffic density and background air pollutant 
concentrations at ARIC participant residences (1987-1989) (a: traffic density; b: 
PM10; c: NO2; d: O3) 
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Table 1. Selected baseline demographic characteristics of the ARIC participants 
(1987-89)* 

 
 Total  

(n=13,972) 
Female  

(n=7,789) 
Male  

(n=6,183) 
Age (yr)   54.2 (5.8) 53.8 (5.7) 54.6 (5.8) 
Smoking status    
       Current smoker (%) 26.2 24.8 28.0 
       Former smoker (%) 32.3 22.7 44.3 
       Never smoker (%) 41.5 52.5 27.7 
Ethnicity    
        Black (%) 28.4 31.8 24.1 

 White (%) 71.6 68.2 75.9 
BMI (kg/m2) 27.7 (5.4) 27.9 (6.2) 27.5 (4.2) 
Height (cm) 168.5 (9.3) 162.4 (6.0) 176.2 (6.6) 
FEV1 (L) 2.8 (0.8) 2.4 (0.5) 3.3 (0.7) 
FVC (L) 3.8 (1.0) 3.2 (0.6) 4.5 (0.9) 
FEV1/FVC ratio (%) 74.5 (8.1) 75.6 (7.4) 73.1 (8.6) 

* All values are means and standard deviations unless specified as percentages. 
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Table 2. Distributions of distance to different classes of roads at ARIC participant 
residences (in meters, n=13,972) * 

 
 Mean SD Minimum P25 Median P75 Maximum 

Distance to 
class-1 roads 

2,207 2,008 30 896 1,795 2,774 17,053 

Distance to 
class-2 roads 

2,755 2,573 3 923 2,254 3,593 22,382 

Distance to 
class-3 roads 

363 502 0 103 230 427 5,389 

Distance to 
class-4 roads 

28 43 0 9 18 31 833 

* Interstate highways (class 1), state highways (class 2), major arterials (class 3), 
and local roads (class 4).  
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Table 3. Associations of traffic density with FEV1, FVC and FEV1/FVC ratio in 
female ARIC participants (1987-1989) 

 
 Quartiles of traffic density 
 1(lowest) 2 3 4 p value† 

FEV1 (ml)      
     Age adjusted    
     model      

0 2.8 
(-28.6,34.2) 

-15.9 
(-47.1,15.4) 

-34.7 
(-66.2,-3.1) 

0.011 

     Multivariate   
     model* 

0 5.1 
(-21.7,31.9) 

-15.4 
(-42.3,11.5) 

-21.5 
(-48,5, 5.5) 

0.041 

FVC (ml)      
     Age adjusted    
     model      

0 -5.9 
(-43.8,32.1) 

-26.0 
(-63.8,11.8) 

-47.1 
(-85.3,-8.9) 

0.016 

     Multivariate   
     model* 

0 1.2 
(-30.4,32.7) 

-23.4 
(-55.0,8.2) 

-34.8 
(-66.5,-3.1) 

0.010 

FEV1/FVC (%)      
     Age adjusted    
     model      

0 0.1 
(-0.4, 0.5) 

-0.1 
(-0.6, 0.4) 

-0.1 
(-0.6, 0.3) 

0.276 

     Multivariate   
     model* 

0 0.1 
(-0.4, 0.6) 

0.0 
(-0.5, 0.5) 

0.1 
(-0.4, 0.5) 

0.911 

* Adjusted for center, ethnicity, age, smoking status, pack-years of cigarette 
smoking, ETS, BMI, occupation, educational level, census tract-based income, 
height, square of height, and background air pollution level 
† P values for trend based on quartiles scaled by the quartile medians.   
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Table 4. Associations of traffic density with FEV1, FVC and FEV1/FVC ratio in 
male ARIC participants (1987-1989) 

 
 Quartiles of traffic density 
 1(lowest) 2 3 4 p value† 

FEV1 (ml)      
     Age adjusted       
     model      

0 58.9 
(5.9,111.8) 

19.2 
(-34.1,72.5) 

19.6 
(-34.9,74.1) 

0.664 

     Multivariate   
     model* 

0 21.2 
(-23.7,66.0) 

-11.2 
(-56.7,34.2) 

10.2 
(-35.9,56.3) 

0.994 

FVC (ml)      
     Age adjusted       
     model      

0 55.2 
(-6.6,117.0) 

13.2 
(-49.0,75.5) 

24.8 
(-38.9,88.5) 

0.956 

     Multivariate   
     model* 

0 16.4 
(-34.0,66.7) 

-21.9 
(-73.0,29.2) 

11.7 
(-40.2,63.5) 

0.856 

FEV1/FVC (%)      
     Age adjusted       
     model      

0 0.3 
(-0.3, 1.0) 

0.4 
(-0.3, 1.0) 

0.3 
(-0.4, 0.9) 

0.892 

     Multivariate   
     model* 

0 0.2 
(-0.4, 0.8) 

0.2 
(-0.5, 0.8) 

0.1 
(-0.5, 0.7) 

0.936 

* Adjusted for center, ethnicity, age, smoking status, pack-years of cigarette 
smoking, ETS, BMI, occupation, educational level, census tract-based income, 
height, square of height, and background air pollution level 
† P values for trend based on quartiles scaled by the quartile medians.  
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Table 5. Associations of distance to major roads with FEV1, FVC and FEV1/FVC ratio in ARIC participants (1987-1989) 
 

   Dichotomized at 150m  Dichotomized at 100m 
   <=150m >150m p value  <=100m >100m p value 
Female FEV1 (ml) Age adjusted model 0 -29.5 (-52.2,-6.9) 0.011  0 -17.4 (-41.9, 7.1) 0.165 
  Multivariate model* 0 -15.7 (-34.4,2.9) 0.099  0 -17.2 (-37.5, 3.2) 0.098 
 FVC (ml) Age adjusted model 0 -33.2 (-60.4,-5.9) 0.017  0 -10.2 (-39.8, 19.3) 0.497 
  Multivariate model* 0 -24.2 (-46.2,-2.3) 0.030  0 -16.4 (-40.3, 7.5) 0.178 
 FEV1/FVC (%) Age adjusted model 0 -0.1 (-0.5, 0.2) 0.505  0 -0.3 (-0.7, 0.0) 0.084 
  Multivariate model* 0 0.1 (-0.3, 0.4) 0.731  0 -0.2 (-0.5, 0.2) 0.268 
Male FEV1 (ml) Age adjusted model 0 -38.1 (-76.7,0.6) 0.054  0 -43.9 (-85.9, -2.0) 0.040 
  Multivariate model* 0 -6.4 (-38.1,25.3) 0.693  0 -18.5 (-53.2, 16.2) 0.295 
 FVC (ml) Age adjusted model 0 -17.0 (-62.0,28.0) 0.460  0 -27.7 (-76.5, 21.1) 0.266 
  Multivariate model* 0 10.9 (-24.7,46.5) 0.548  0 -7.9 (-46.8, 31.1) 0.692 
 FEV1/FVC(%) Age adjusted model 0 -0.5 (-0.9, 0.0) 0.058  0 -0.5 (-1.0, 0.0) 0.052 
  Multivariate model* 0 -0.3 (-0.7, 0.2) 0.214  0 -0.3 (-0.7, 0.2) 0.249 

* Adjusted for center, ethnicity, age, smoking status, pack-years of cigarette smoking, ETS, BMI, occupation, educational 
level, census tract-based income, height, square of height, and background air pollution level.  
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METHODS   

 

Study population 

The sample from Jackson was 100 percent African-American, and the other three 

samples were predominantly white. Eligible participants were interviewed at home, and 

then invited to a baseline clinical examination in 1987–1989. Initial response rates were 

46% in Jackson and 65-67% in the other sites. A comparison of respondents to non-

respondents has been published 1.  

Pulmonary function measurements 

In accordance with American Thoracic Society criteria and a standardized 

protocol, trained clinic technicians used a Collins Survey II water-seal spirometer which 

was connected to a IBM PC/XT computer and controlled by the Pulmo-Screen II 

software system. 

Geocoding 

The major reasons for inability to link residential addresses with spatial 

coordinates were  inadequate addresses (e.g., state missing-most often military 

addresses, all address fields missing, temporary address, address not in the US, 

apartment name without address or where no address could be located) and that only a 

post office box was provided.  

Due to inaccurate localization of residences associated with geocoding 2, the 

participant addresses may not always be located in the right spot. Therefore, several 

quality assurance steps were taken to verify the geocoding results. For the few 

residences that gave implausible distances to roadways, we used aerial photography to 

visually determine whether residences had been geocoded to the proper locations. We 

also used address information combined with the road network to verify that these 

participant locations were geocoded to the proper locations along a road segment. 
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Traffic exposure  

� Traffic density 

The densities were calculated for the annual average daily traffic (AADT) 

volumes that were assigned to Geographic Data Technology (GDT, now Tele Atlas 

Global Crossroads, Boston MA) roadway links. The densities were calculated using 

10x10 meter pixels and a search radius that effectively causes the densities to decrease 

linearly from the volume-dependent values at the edge of the roadway to 90% of those 

values within 300 meters of the roadways.   

Background air pollution level 

Data from a maximum of three monitoring stations are used in each interpolation.  

A maximum interpolation radius of 100 km was used for all pollutants. According to this 

criterion, there is close to 100% data completeness for PM10 and O3; however, the NO2 

data is missing for 3,543 participants, primarily due to an absence of NO/NO2/NOx 

measurements for the Jackson (Mississippi) area during our research period.  

Other covariate 

Body mass index (BMI) was calculated as weight (kg)/[height (m)]2. Using self-

reported information on smoking history, we classified subjects as never smokers, ex-

smokers, or current smokers and quantified total cigarette smoking in pack-years. 

Exposure to ETS was assessed using the following question: "During the past year, 

about how many hours per week, on average, were you in close contact with people 

when they were smoking? For example, in your home, in a car, at work, or other close 

quarters."  
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RESULTS 

 

Table A1. Demographic characteristics and lung function measurements of the geocoded and non-geocoded ARIC participants 

(1987-89)* 

 Female (n=8,659)  Male (n=7,149) 

 Geocoded 

(n=7,789) 

Non-geocoded   

(n=870) 

 Geocoded 

(n=6,183) 

Non-geocoded   

(n=966) 

Age (yr) 53.8 (5.7) 53.8 (5.6)  54.6 (5.8) 55.3 (5.5) 

Smoking      

       Current smoker (%) 24.8 25.2  28.0 35.3 

       Former smoker (%) 22.7 19.3  44.3 35.8 

       Never regular (%) 52.5 55.5  27.7 25.9 

Ethnicity      

        Black (%) 31.8 30.9  24.1 24.0 

 White (%) 68.2 69.1  75.9 76.0 

BMI (kg/m2)   27.9 (6.2) 28.0 (6.0)  27.5 (4.2) 28.6 (4.8) 

Height (cm) 162.4 (6.0) 161.7 (5.7)  176.2 (6.6) 176.3 (6.6) 
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FEV1 (ml) 2408.2 (510.5) 2399.9 (504.1)  3311.9 (742.2) 3208.3 (746.5) 

FVC (ml) 3186.6 (622.6) 3185.2 (596.8)  4521.1 (864.1) 4455.0 (858.0) 

FEV1/FVC ratio (%) 75.6 (7.4) 75.2 (7.3)  73.1 (8.6) 71.8(8.7) 

* All values are means and standard deviations unless specified as percentages
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Table A2. Demographic characteristics of the female ARIC participants stratified by quartiles of traffic density and distance to major 

roads (mean and standard deviation) 

 Traffic density*  Distance to major roads 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4  >=150m  <150m 

Age (year) 53.6 (5.7) 53.5 (5.7) 53.7 (5.7) 54.4 (5.7)  53.5 (5.7)   54.3 (5.7) 

BMI  28.0 (6.3) 27.8(6.2) 27.6 (5.9) 28.1 (6.3)    27.7 (6.1) 28.2 (6.2) 

Ethnicity        

Black (%)  35.8 30.3 30.2 31.0  30.9 33.1 

White (%) 64.2 69.7 69.8 69.0  69.1 66.9 

Smoking        

       Current smoker (%) 21.9 25.8 24.3 27.6  23.4 27.0 

       Former smoker (%) 20.9 21.7 25.3 23.0  22.8 22.6 

       Never regular (%) 57.7 52.6 50.4 49.4  53.8 50.4 

Height (cm) 162.4 (6.2) 162.5 (5.8) 162.3 (6.1) 162.2 (6.1)  162.4 (6.0) 162.2 (6.1) 

Census-tract median   

household income ($) 

  29814.2 

(12108.2) 

  32409.2 

(13642.5) 

31358.0 

(13237.4) 

  29094.4 

(12718.7) 

 31920.3 

(12935.4) 

28770.2 

(12868.9) 

* Q1: the lowest quartile; Q4: the highest quartile; 
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Table A3.  Demographic characteristics of the male ARIC participants stratified by quartiles of traffic density and distance to major 

roads (mean and standard deviation) 

 Traffic density*  Distance to major roads 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4  >=150m  <150m 

Age (year)   54.4 (5.7) 54.4 (5.8) 54.6 (5.8) 55.0 (5.9)  54.4 (5.8) 55.0 (5.8) 

BMI    27.5 (4.3) 27.4 (4.1) 27.5 (4.1) 27.5 (4.4)  27.5 (4.2) 27.5 (4.3) 

Ethnicity        

Black (%) 27.7 22.7 23.0 22.9  23.9 24.4 

White (%) 72.3 72.3 77.0 77.1  76.1 75.6 

Smoking        

       Current smoker (%) 26.8 28.0 28.3 28.9  27.1 29.5 

       Former smoker (%) 43.2 44.8 45.6 43.7  44.8 43.6 

       Never regular (%) 30.0 27.2 26.1 27.4  28.1 26.9 

Height (cm)   176.0 (6.6) 176.6 (6.6) 176.3 (6.5) 175.7 (6.6)  176.5 (6.5) 175.7 (6.5) 

Census-tract median   

household income ($) 

31763.2 

(11680.9) 

34531.9 

(13173.0) 

33226.9 

(12769.8) 

  30804.6 

(12477.3) 

 33735.3 

(12429.3) 

30728.4 

(12705.7) 

* Q1: the lowest quartile; Q4: the highest quartile; 
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Table A4. Association of traffic exposure with FEV1, FVC and FEV1/FVC ratio in both female and male ARIC  

participants in 1987-1989 

 Quartiles of traffic density  Distance to major roads 

 1(lowest) 2 3 4 p value†  >=150m <150m p value 

FEV1 (ml)          

     Age/sex  

     adjusted model     

0 22.5 

(-6.9, 51.8) 

-7.1 

(-36.4, 22.3) 

-12.9 

(-42.7,17.0) 

0.068  0 -29.6 

(-50.7, -8.5) 

0.006 

     Multivariate   

     model* 

0 14.2 

(-10.5,39.0) 

-13.2 

(-38.1, 11.8) 

-5.5 

(-30.7,19.6) 

0.258  0 -10.3 

(-27.6, 7.0) 

0.243 

FVC (ml)          

     Age/sex  

     adjusted model     

0 17.2 

(-17.3,51.8) 

-14.0 

(-48.6, 20.6) 

-15.8 

(-51.0, 9.4) 

0.167  0 -22.2 

(-47.0, 2.6) 

0.079 

     Multivariate   

     model* 

0 10.6 

(-17.8,38.9) 

-22.3 

(-50.9, 6.3) 

-13.6 

(-42.5,15.3) 

0.140  0 -8.6 

(-28.4, 11.3) 

0.397 

FEV1/FVC (%)          

     Age/sex  

     adjusted model     

0 0.2 

(-0.2, 0.6) 

0.1 

(-0.3, 0.5) 

0.0 

(-0.4, 0.4) 

0.349  0 -0.3 

(-0.6, 0.0) 

0.065 
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     Multivariate   

     model* 

0 0.1 

(-0.2, 0.5) 

0.1 

(-0.3, 0.5) 

0.1 

(-0.3, 0.5) 

0.803  0 -0.1 

(-0.3, 0.2) 

0.553 

* Adjusted for center, ethnicity, age, sex, smoking status, pack-years of cigarette smoking, ETS, BMI, occupation, educational level, 

census tract-based income, height, square of height, and background air pollution level; 

† P values for trend based on quartiles scaled by the quartile medians.  
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Table A5. Associations of traffic exposure with FEV1, FVC and FEV1/FVC ratio in non-smokers of ARIC participants in 1987-1989* 

  Quartiles of traffic density  Distance to major roads 

  1(lowest) 2 3 4 p value†  >=150m <150m p value 

Female non-

smokers 

FEV1 (ml) 0 4.6 

(-27.6, 36.8) 

-4.6 

(-36.9, 27.7) 

-15.8 

(-48.5, 16.9) 

0.213  0 -17.4 

(-40.5, 5.7) 

0.139 

 FVC (ml) 0 -10.5 

(-49.9, 28.9) 

-10.5 

(-50.0, 29.1) 

-25.0 

(-65.0, 15.1) 

0.253  0 -18.1 

(-46.4, 10.1) 

0.208 

 FEV1/FVC 

ratio (%) 

0 0.4 

(-0.1, 0.9) 

0.1 

(-0.4, 0.6) 

0.1 

(-0.5, 0.6) 

0.721  0 -0.1 

(-0.5, 0.3) 

0.691 

FEV1 (ml) 0 45.3 

(-24.7,115.3) 

28.9 

(-42.5, 100.3) 

-5.2 

(-77.3, 66.8) 

0.382  0 9.5 

(-41.5, 60.6) 

0.715 Male non-

smokers 

FVC (ml) 0 24.2 

(-58.5,106.8) 

35.7 

(-48.5, 119.9) 

-13.4 

(-98.3, 71.6) 

0.493  0 6.2 

(-54.1, 66.4) 

0.841 

 FEV1/FVC 

ratio (%) 

0 0.6 

(-0.2, 1.5) 

0.0 

(-0.9, 0.9) 

-0.1 

(-0.9, 0.8) 

0.340  0 0.1 

(-0.6, 0.7) 

0.848 

All non-smokers FEV1 (ml) 0 21.0 

(-9.8, 51.8) 

5.3 

(-25.8, 36.4) 

-9.7 

(-41.1, 21.8) 

0.155  0 -8.7 

(-30.9, 13.5) 

0.443 
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 FVC (ml) 0 4.4 

(-32.9, 41.6) 

2.4 

(-35.3, 40.1) 

-20.7 

(-58.8, 17.4) 

0.171  0 -9.6 

(-36.4, 17.2) 

0.483 

 FEV1/FVC 

ratio (%) 

0 0.5 

(0.0, 0.9) 

0.1 

(-0.4, 0.5) 

0.1 

(-0.4, 0.6) 

0.542  0 0.0 

(-0.4, 0.3) 

0.790 

* Adjusted for center, ethnicity, age, smoking status, pack-years of cigarette smoking, ETS, BMI, occupation, educational level, 

census tract-based income, height, square of height, and background air pollution level; 

† P values for trend based on quartiles scaled by the quartile medians.  
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Table A6. Gender- and ethnicity -specific associations of traffic exposure with FEV1, FVC and FEV1/FVC ratio in ARIC participants* 

   Quartiles of traffic density  Distance to major roads 

   1(lowest) 2 3 4 p 

value† 

 >=150m <150m p value 

FEV1 

(ml) 

Female Black 0 -15.1 

(-64.2, 33.9) 

-79.2 

(-128.2, -30.2) 

-44.1 

(-93, 4.8) 

0.084  0 -18.6 

(-54.7, 17.4) 

0.311 

  White 0 16.8 

(-15.5, 49.1) 

11.0 

(-21.4, 43.4) 

-7.1 

(-39.6, 25.4) 

0.228  0 -15.8 

(-37.7, 6.1) 

0.158 

 Male Black 0 -36.8 

(-128.7,55.2) 

47.7 

(-43.6, 138.9) 

13.8 

(-80.4,108.0) 

0.465  0 30.1 

(-39.2, 99.3) 

0.395 

  White 0 37.0 

(-14.7, 88.6) 

-24.8 

(-77.4, 27.7) 

13.1 

(-40.0, 66.2) 

0.808  0 -17.4 

(-53.2, 18.4) 

0.342 

FVC 

(ml) 

Female Black 0 -11.9 

(-71.2, 47.4) 

-76.6 

(-135.8, -17.4) 

-47.6 

(-106.7,11.5) 

0.108  0 -12.9 

(-56.5, 30.6) 

0.560 

  White 0 8.1 

(-29.5, 45.7) 

-2.9 

(-40.7, 34.8) 

-25.5 

(-63.4, 12.4) 

0.058  0 -28.7 

(-54.1, -3.2) 

0.028 

 Male Black 0 -43.2 34.0 38.7 0.248  0 22.8 0.584 
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(-151.1, 64.8) (-73.2, 141.1) (-72.0,149.3) (-58.6, 104.1) 

  White 0 32.5 

(-25.1, 90.2) 

-33.3 

(-91.9, 25.3) 

10.8 

(-48.5, 70.1) 

0.842  0 7.5 

(-32.4, 47.4) 

0.713 

Female Black 0 -0.3 

(-1.2, 0.7) 

-1.0 

(-1.9, 0) 

-0.5 

(-1.4, 0.5) 

0.421  0 -0.3 

(-1.0, 0.4) 

0.353 FEV1/FVC 

ratio (%) 

 White 0 0.3 

(-0.2, 0.8) 

0.4 

(-0.1, 0.9) 

0.4 

(-0.2, 0.9) 

0.424  0 0.2 

(-0.2, 0.6) 

0.288 

 Male Black 0 -0.3 

(-1.7, 1.0) 

0.6 

(-0.7, 1.9) 

-0.3 

(-1.7, 1.1) 

0.869  0 0.5 

(-0.5, 1.5) 

0.302 

  White 0 0.3 

(-0.4, 1.0) 

0.1 

(-0.6, 0.8) 

0.2 

(-0.5, 0.9) 

0.867  0 -0.5 

(-1.0, 0.0) 

0.040 

* Adjusted for center, age, smoking status, pack-years of cigarette smoking, ETS, BMI, occupation, educational level, census tract-

based income, height, square of height, and background air pollution level; 

† P values for trend based on quartiles scaled by the quartile medians.  
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Table A7. Associations of traffic exposure with FEV1 , FVC and FEV1/FVC ratio in female ARIC participants at visit 2* 

 Quartiles of traffic density  Distance to major roads 

 1(lowest) 2 3 4 p value†  >=150m <150m p value 

FEV1 (ml) 0 4.8 

(-23.4, 33) 

1.9 

(-26.5, 30.3) 

-22.7 

(-51, 5.5) 

0.033  0 -22.1 

(-42.7, -1.6) 

0.034 

FVC (ml) 0 -3.6 

(-36.4, 29.2) 

-6.2 

(-39.2, 26.9) 

-32.9 

(-65.8, 0) 

0.022  0 -32.9 

(-56.9, -9.0) 

0.001 

FEV1/FVC (%) 0 0.2 

(-0.3, 0.6) 

0.1 

(-0.3, 0.6) 

0.0 

(-0.5, 0.4) 

0.719  0 0.1 

(-0.3, 0.4) 

0.683 

* Adjusted for center,  ethnicity, age, smoking status, pack-years of cigarette smoking, ETS, BMI, occupation, educational level, 

census tract-based income, height, square of height, and background air pollution level; 

† P values for trend based on quartiles scaled by the quartile medians.  
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Table A8. Associations of traffic exposure with FEV1 , FVC and FEV1/FVC ratio in male ARIC participants at visit 2* 

 Quartiles of traffic density  Distance to major roads 

 1(lowest) 2 3 4 p value†  >=150m <150m p value 

FEV1 (ml) 0 25.2 

(-20.8, 71.1) 

-2.7 

(-50.1, 44.6) 

3.8 

(-43.6, 51.1) 

0.474  0 0.2 

(-1.8, 2.2) 

0.865 

FVC (ml) 0 6.8 

(-45.7, 59.3) 

-11.8 

(-65.9, 42.3) 

-3.6 

(-57.7, 50.5) 

0.618  0 5.0 

(-33.9, 44) 

0.801 

FEV1/FVC (%) 0 0.6 

(0, 1.2) 

0.3 

(-0.3, 0.9) 

0.3 

(-0.3, 0.9) 

0.774  0 -0.3 

(-0.8, 0.1) 

0.157 

* Adjusted for center, ethnicity, age, smoking status, pack-years of cigarette smoking, ETS, BMI, occupation, educational level, 

census tract-based income, height, square of height, and background air pollution level; 

† P values for trend based on quartiles scaled by the quartile medians. 
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Table A9. Associations of traffic exposure with changes of FEV1, FVC and FEV1/FVC ratio in female ARIC participants  

from visit 1 to 2* 

 Quartiles of traffic density  Distance to major roads 

 1(lowest) 2 3 4 p value†  >=150m <150m p value 

FEV1 (ml) 0 5.7 

(-11.7, 23) 

17.6 

(0.2, 34.9) 

6.3 

(-11.1, 23.8) 

0.697  0 -4.3 

(-16.3, 7.8) 

0.488 

FVC (ml) 0 10.9 

(-12.4, 34.1) 

20.4 

(-3.0, 43.7) 

9.5 

(-13.9, 32.9) 

0.730  0 -6.9 

(-23.0, 9.2) 

0.401 

FEV1/FVC (%) 0 -0.1 

(-0.4, 0.2) 

0.0 

(-0.3, 0.3) 

0.0 

(-0.3, 0.3) 

0.762  0 0.0 

(-0.2, 0.2) 

0.730 

* Adjusted for center, ethnicity, age, smoking status, pack-years of cigarette smoking, ETS, BMI, occupation, educational level, 

census tract-based income, height, square of height, and background air pollution level; 

† P values for trend based on quartiles scaled by the quartile medians. 
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Table A10. Associations of traffic exposure with changes of FEV1, FVC and FEV1/FVC ratio in male ARIC participants  

from visit 1 to 2* 

 Quartiles of traffic density  Distance to major roads 

 1(lowest) 2 3 4 p value†  >=150m <150m p value 

FEV1 (ml) 0 -5.6 

(-31.1, 19.9) 

7.8 

(-17.9, 33.6) 

-9.2 

(-35.5, 17.1) 

0.561  0 -6.3 

(-24.4, 11.7) 

0.491 

FVC (ml) 0 -16.2 

(-51.9, 19.4) 

8.2 

(-27.8, 44.2) 

-10.8 

(-47.5, 25.9) 

0.860  0 -3.4 

(-28.6, 21.8) 

0.791 

FEV1/FVC (%) 0 0.3 

(-0.1, 0.7) 

0.1 

(-0.2, 0.5) 

0.1 

(-0.3, 0.5) 

0.902  0 -0.1 

(-0.4, 0.2) 

0.459 

* Adjusted for center, ethnicity, age, smoking status, pack-years of cigarette smoking, ETS, BMI, occupation, educational level, 

census tract-based income, height, square of height, and background air pollution level; 

† P values for trend based on quartiles scaled by the quartile medians. 
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Table A11. Associations of traffic densities with FEV1, FVC and FEV1/FVC ratio in participants of Forsyth, Jackson and Minneapolis 

in 1987-1989*  

 Quartiles of traffic density  Distance to major roads 

 1(lowest) 2 3 4 p value†  >=150m <150m p value 

FEV1 (ml) 0 -2.0 

(-33.5, 29.4) 

-29.5 

(-61.4, 2.4) 

-30.5 

(-63, 2) 

0.033  0 -21.8 

(-43.2, -0.4) 

0.046 

FVC (ml) 0 -1.1 

(-37.9, 35.6) 

-36.5 

(-73.8, 0.8) 

-40.4 

(-78.4, -2.4) 

0.013  0 -28.3 

(-53.3, -3.2) 

0.027 

FEV1/FVC (%) 0 -0.1 

(-0.6, 0.5) 

-0.2 

(-0.7, 0.4) 

-0.1 

(-0.7, 0.5) 

0.847  0 0.0 

(-0.4, 0.3) 

0.835 

* Adjusted for center, ethnicity, age, smoking status, pack-years of cigarette smoking, ETS, BMI, occupation, educational level, 

census tract-based income, height, square of height, and background air pollution level; 

† P values for trend based on quartiles scaled by the quartile medians.  
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Table A12. Association of distance to major roads with FEV1, FVC and FEV1/FVC ratio in participants of Forsyth, Jackson and 

Minneapolis in 1987-1989* 

 Quartiles of traffic density  Distance to major roads 

 1(lowest) 2 3 4 p value†  >=150m <150m p value 

FEV1 (ml) 0 7.0 

(-44.8, 58.8) 

-19.1 

(-72.2, 34) 

-7.9 

(-62.8, 46.9) 

0.610  0 -13.0 

(-48.8, 22.8) 

0.476 

FVC (ml) 0 15.4 

(-43, 73.8) 

-21.7 

(-81.6, 38.2) 

11.6 

(-50.2, 73.5) 

0.878  0 4.7 

(-35.7, 45.2) 

0.818 

FEV1/FVC (%) 0 -0.2 

(-0.9, 0.5) 

0.0 

(-0.7, 0.7) 

-0.3 

(-1.0, 0.4) 

0.518  0 -0.2 

(-0.7, 0.2) 

0.315 

* Adjusted for center, ethnicity, age, smoking status, pack-years of cigarette smoking, ETS, BMI, occupation, educational level, 

census tract-based income, height, square of height, and background air pollution level;  
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